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DECOMPOSITIONS FOR RELATIVELY NORMAL LATTICES

JAMES B. HART AND CONSTANTINE TSINAKIS

Abstract. Continuing the work begun in Snodgrass and Tsinakis [26, 27], we

develop a family of decomposition theorems for classes of relatively normal lat-

tices. These results subsume and are inspired by known decomposition theorems

in order-algebra due to P. Conrad and D. B. McAlister. As direct corollaries of

the main results, we obtain corresponding decomposition theorems for classes

of partially ordered sets.

Introduction

A poset P = (P; <) is a root-system provided the principal upper set î p =
{x £ P: p < x} is a chain for all p g P. A maximal chain in P is called a

root. A lower-bounded, distributive lattice is relatively normal provided its set

of prime ideals is a root-system under set-inclusion.

The class of relatively normal lattices is defined by a universal-existential,

positive sentence (see Theorem 1.1(4)); in all that follows, we shall denote this

class by <^/T.
The terms "normal" and "relatively normal" were coined by Monteiro in con-

nection with his studies on filters and topological spaces (Monteiro [24, 25]).

A bounded, distributive lattice is said to be normal if each of its prime ideals
is contained in a unique maximal ideal. Monteiro proved ¿hat a topological

space is normal (in the usual topological sense, with no separation axioms as-

sumed) if and only if its lattice of open sets is normal. As the term suggests,

a lower-bounded, distributive lattice is relatively normal if and only if each
of its closed subintervals is a normal lattice. Monteiro showed that a similar

topological connection exists for relatively normal lattices: a topological space

is hereditarily normal (i.e., every subspace is normal) if and only if its open sets

form a relatively normal lattice.

The class ¿%JV properly includes the class of dual relative Stone lattices. For

example, Mandelker [20] has shown that the lattice of cozero-sets of any topolog-

ical space is relatively normal; such lattices are rarely dual relative Stone lattices.

In addition, a number of arithmetical varieties have the property that the com-

pact congruences of each member form a relatively normal lattice. Among these

are representable varieties of lattice-ordered groups (/-groups), Riesz spaces, f-

rings, and relative Stone algebras.
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Some relevant publications include Beazer [4], Bórdalo [6], Bórdalo and

Priestly [7], Cornish [13, 14], Davey [16], Johnstone [19], Mandelker [20], Mon-
teiro [24, 25], Snodgrass and Tsinakis [26, 27], and Zaanen [28]. The reader

is advised that some of the cited authors express normality as a property of

the lattice of closed sets of a topological space. Hence, their use of the terms

"normal" and "relatively normal" refer to conditions dual to those presented

here.

The paper by Snodgrass and Tsinakis [27] is concerned with the class J£%JV

of all algebraic, distributive lattices whose compact elements form a relatively

normal lattice. This study has yielded a large body of information for members

of this class and has shown that many fundamental results for the aforemen-

tioned varieties admit a purely lattice-theoretic development. The classical defi-
nition for the ordinal sum of two posets plays a key role in these considerations:

The ordinal sum of the disjoint posets P and Q istheposet P®Q = (PliQ; <),

where the individual orders ofP and Q are retained and p < q for all p £ P

and q £ Q.
Snodgrass and Tsinakis define an ordinal extension of a poset P to be the

ordinal sum of P with a chain C. Based upon this notion, they define an ordinal

extension of an element of a member of the class SMJV (see §2) and proceed
to show that ordinal extensions in members of this class display many striking

properties first observed in the setting of /-groups. Their study culminates in

the proof of a purely lattice-theoretic analog of Conrad's Finite Basis Theorem

for /-groups:

Theorem A. For a lower-bounded, distributive lattice D the following are equiva-

lent:

(1) D is relatively normal and every set of pairwise orthogonal elements in

D is finite.
(2) The ideal lattice, 1(D), ofD is isomorphic to the lattice O(R) of lower

sets of some root-system R having only finitely many roots.
(3) There exists an ascending chain1 D° c Dx ■ ■ ■ c Dm = D of ideals of D

satisfying the following conditions:
(a) For 0<k <m, Dk is the join in 1(D) of a set B(k) = {7J>| : ; G

Jk}, where
(b) B(0) is a finite set of orthogonal ideals of D which are chains;

(c) For 0 < k < m, each Dk is either in B(k - I) or else a proper

ordinal extension of the join in 1(D) if two or more of the ideals

in B(k-l).

The proof of this theorem relies upon two consequences of the theory for

JTSftjV. First, the equivalence of statements ( 1 ) and (2) is established by appeal-

ing to a key result characterizing all bialgebraic (algebraic and dually algebraic)

members of J^yT (Snodgrass and Tsinakis [26]):

A member of the class ¿FäbV is bialgebraic if and only if each of its compact
elements has only finitely many values.

A more precise statement of this result is given as Corollary 1.4. (In a poset,

p is a value of x provided p is maximal with respect to not exceeding x ; see

§1.)

In all that follows, we use " C " or " D " to denote proper set inclusion.
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Figure 1. Filet configuration

The second consequence lies at the heart of the decomposition presented in

statement (3). The properties of proper ordinal extensions force the ideals in

B(k) to partition the ideals in B(k - 1). In other words, if S(D¿) denotes the

ideals in B(k - 1) contained in DJ , then the sets S(D") form a partition of

B(k - 1 ). Moreover, this partitioning is unique, being completely determined
by the structure of the lattice.

The objective of this paper is to develop the most general conditions for rel-
atively normal lattices which guarantee the existence of decompositions similar

in kind to Theorem A. The main result of this study is the following extension
of Theorem A:

Theorem B. For a lower-bounded, distributive lattice D the following are equiv-
alent:

(1) D is relatively normal and the quotient lattice D/S, relative to the
Glivenko congruence ©, satisfies the descending chain condition.

(2) The ideal lattice 1(D) is isomorphic to the lattice O(R) of lower sets of

some root-system R which does not contain an infinite filet configuration.
(3) There exists an ordinal Ô > 0 and an ascending chain {D? : ß < 3} of

ideals of D satisfying the following conditions:

(A) D = \J{Dß:ß<3}.
(B) Dß is the join \J{Df : j £ Jß} in 1(D), 0 < ß < ó, where

(C) {Dj : j £ Jo} is a family of orthogonal ideals of D which are

chains;

(D) If ß is a successor ordinal, then each Df is either a joinand of

D&~1 or else a proper ordinal extension of the join of two or more

joinands of DP~X ;

(E) If 0 < ß is a limit ordinal, then each D? is a (possibly trivial)

ordinal extension of the union of a chain of joinands, one from
each Dt, 0<C<ß.

The proof of this result, as well as the pertinent concepts, are given in §3.

Stated simply, the Glivenko congruence identifies all elements of D whose cor-

responding principal ideals have the same pseudocomplement in 1(D). A filet

configuration in a poset P is a (possibly infinite) subposet of P having the

Hasse diagram of Figure 1.

We may use the equivalence of statements (2) and (3) in Theorem B to obtain
the following result for root-systems:

Theorem C. For a poset R the following are equivalent:

(1) R is a root-system, and every filet configuration in R is finite.

(2) There exists an ordinal 0 < S and an ascending chain {R? : ß < ô} of
lower sets of R such that

(A)   R = \J{Rß:ß<a}.
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(B) Rß is the disjoint union of a set {Rß : j £ Jß}, 0 < ß <ô, where

(C) {R°j : j £ Jo} is a family ofpairwise disjoint chains of R ;

(D) If ß is a successor ordinal, then each Rj is either a component of

RP~X or else a proper ordinal extension of the disjoint union of two

or more components of R?~x ;

(E) If 0 < ß is a limit ordinal, then each Rj is a (possibly trivial)

ordinal extension of the union of a chain of components, one from

each Ri, 0 < £ < £ .

We also address the important unanswered question of whether every rel-

atively normal lattice is isomorphic to the lattice of all principal convex /-

subgroups (compact congruence relations) of an /-group. An affirmative an-

swer for finite relatively normal lattices has been established in Conrad [10].

Theorem D generalizes this result.

Theorem D. Let D be a lower-bounded, distributive lattice such that the quotient

lattice D/Q, relative to the Glivenko congruence 6, satisfies the descending

chain condition. Then D is relatively normal (and hence satisfies the conditions

of Theorem B) if and only if D is isomorphic to the lattice of all principal convex

l-subgroups of an abelian l-group.

In §1, we provide a brief review of some relevant concepts from the the-

ory of algebraic lattices and conclude the section with the characterization of
bialgebraic members of the class J&?yK established in Snodgrass and Tsinakis

[27].
In §2, we summarize the theory of ordinal extensions developed in the same

paper.
In §§3 and 4, we draw upon and extend the results summarized in §§1 and 2

to prove the main results of this study. Two obstacles must be overcome before
we prove Theorem B. The first is to establish the equivalence of statements (1)

and (2). We accomplish this in Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4. Second, we

must prove that ordinal decompositions exist in members of the class JZftjV .

We accomplish this through Lemmas 4.5, 4.6, and Construction 4.7. The key to
establishing Theorem B lies in proving that if the ideal Dß has been constructed

and D? ^ D, then the ideal D^+1 d Dß may be constructed. The kernel of

this argument is contained in Lemma 4.8.

In §5, we show that by placing additional restrictions on the lattice D , several

corollaries to the main theorem can be deduced which provide considerable

control over the components of the decomposition. In so doing, we obtain a

new Proof of Theorem A.
The decomposition theory presented in this paper generalizes and owes a con-

siderable debt to studies in order-algebra. In particular, Conrad's fundamental

contributions have been instrumental in our considerations. In §6, in addition

to proving Theorem D, we trace the history of these earlier results and outline

how they have influenced our work.

1. Preliminaries

In this section, we review some relevant concepts from the basic theory of

algebraic lattices. In the interest of brevity, no proofs will be given. For proofs
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and notions not defined here, the reader is referred to Balbes and Dwinger [3],

Crawley and Dilworth [15], Grätzer [17], or McKenzie et al. [23]. With the
exception of Theorem 1.1, all results in this section concerning the classes &JV
and J&lJV are taken from Snodgrass and Tsinakis [27].

An algebraic, distributive lattice L satisfies the join-infinite distributive law

(JID):
x/\\j{yi: i£l} = \J{xAy¡: i £ I}.

Consequently, algebraic, distributive lattices are Heyting lattices; that is, for all

a, b G L, the ideal {x £ L: a A x < b} has a largest element. We call this
element the relative pseudocomplement of a with respect to b and denote it by
a —> b . We shall be especially interested in the pseudocomplements a* — a -*±
and the set

B(L) = {a £ L: a = a**}

of skeletal elements of L . It is well known that (B(L) ; A, U, *, 1, T) is
a Boolean algebra with join operation defined by a U b = (avb)**. (See,

for example, Balbes and Dwinger [3] or Grätzer [17].) We will call B(L) the
Boolean skeleton of L.

Let L be a lattice. An element p of L is said to be meet-irreducible (MI)
in L if, whenever p = x A y , then p = x or p = y . We say p is meet-prime

(MP) in L if, whenever x Ay < p, then x < p or y < p. If L has a top

element, T, observe that p < T in both cases (since T = A, 0). When L is dis-

tributive, its meet-prime and meet-irreducible elements coincide. The notions
of join-irreducible (JI) and join-prime (JP) elements are defined dually. If L is

complete, then we obtain the concepts of completely meet-irreducible (CMI) el-

ement, completely meet-prime (CMP) element, completely join-irreducible (CJI)

element, and completely join-prime (CJP) element by extending the above defi-

nitions to arbitrary meets and joins. Note that an element of L is CJP if and
only if it is compact and join-prime.

The following well-known abstraction of BirkhofPs subdirect product theo-

rem plays an important role in any discussion concerning algebraic lattices and
will be used without explicit reference:

Every element of an algebraic lattice is the meet of a set of CMI elements.

We will use Com(L) to denote the set of compact elements of an algebraic
lattice L. It is clear that L is a member of the class J£%j¥ if and only if it is
isomorphic to the ideal lattice of some relatively normal lattice. In other words,

L is a member of the class JM/T if and only if Com(L) is a distributive lattice
and MP(L) is a root-system.

The next result, due essentially to Monteiro [24, 25], catalogues several con-

ditions equivalent to relative normality in lower-bounded, distributive lattices.

Theorem 1.1. For a lower-bounded, distributive lattice D the following are equiv-
alent:

( 1 )  D is relatively normal.

(2) Any two incomparable prime ideals in D have disjoint open neighbor-

hoods in Q(D), the Stone space of D .
(3) The join of any pair of incomparable prime filters in D is all of D .

(4) For all a, b £ D, there exist p, q £ D such that

pAq—1.    and   a y q = />V p = aV b.
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The reader is referred to Monteiro [24] or Zaanen [28] for a proof of this

result. The element-wise characterization of relative normality given in (4) will

play a central role in many of the results to follow.
A lattice is said to be bialgebraic if it is both algebraic and dually algebraic.

Snodgrass and Tsinakis have established a characterization of the bialgebraic
members of the class J5^!/f which will play a critical role in the decomposi-

tion theorems presented in §§4 and 5. Before stating this characterization, we
introduce a few preliminary results.

A subset 7 of a poset P is said to be a lower set of P if, whenever x £ I

and y < x , then y £ I. It is clear that, under the operations of set-union and

intersection, the set O(P) of all lower sets of P forms a bialgebraic, distributive
lattice. The CJP elements of O(P) are the principal lower sets of P, with the
exception of {J.}, if ± exists. Conversely, if L is a bialgebraic, distributive
lattice and P — CJP(L), then L is isomorphic to O(P).

Let L be an algebraic lattice. We say an element p of L is a value of an

element x of L provided p is maximal with respect to not exceeding x. In

other words, p is a value of x provided x j¿ p and, if p < q, then x < q.

We write p £ Val(x) in this event. Zorn's Lemma implies that every compact

element of L other than _L has at least one value. It is easy to see that whenever

c, d £ Com(L) and c < d, then Val(c) c Val(c7).
It is clear that p is a value of a compact element if and only if p is CMI

in L . A compact element of L is CJP if and only if it has a unique value; an

element of L is CMP if and only if it is the unique value of a compact element.

In fact, if j £L is CJP, then

j- = \/{x£L:xtJ}

is CMP and is the unique value of ;'. Conversely, if p G L is CMP, then

P+ = l\{y£L:yip}
is CJP; and p is the unique value of p+ . Furthermore, the mapping j h-> y'_

is an order isomorphism from the poset CJP(L) to the poset CMP(L) whose

inverse is the mapping p i-> p+ . It follows that if L is a member of the class

J&lJV, then CJP(L) is a root-system. In fact, the following result is established

in Snodgrass and Tsinakis [27].

Lemma 1.2. If L is a member of the class JMjV , then CJP(L) is a root-system

whose incomparable elements are orthogonal in L.

(Recall that in a lower-bounded lattice, two elements x and y are orthogonal

(or disjoint) if x, y >_L and x Ay =J_.)
An algebraic lattice is said to be finite-valued if each of its compact elements

has only finitely many values. Snodgrass and Tsinakis have shown that, for

members of the class J%%jV, being finite-valued is equivalent to being bialge-

braic. In particular, they have shown the following:

Theorem 1.3. Let L be a member of the class J?¿%j¥ . For a compact element

c in L, the following are equivalent:

(1) The element c has only finitely many values.

(2) The ideal \c in L has finitely many co-atoms.

(3) Every value of c is CMP.
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(4) The element c has a unique representation as the join of a finite set of

pairwise orthogonal CJP elements.

The following characterization of bialgebraic lattices in the class JOZ&V fol-
lows easily from Theorem 1.3.

Corollary 1.4. For a lattice L, the following are equivalent:

(1) L is bialgebraic and a member of the class S3ÎJV.
(2) L is finite-valued and a member of the class JSfëJ/'.
(3) L is isomorphic to O(R) for some root-system R.

2. Ordinal extensions, ordinal elements, and bases

In this section, we provide a brief summary of the theory of ordinal exten-
sions developed in Snodgrass and Tsinakis [27]. Unless otherwise noted, all

references in this section will be to that paper. While a fragment of the theory

presented in this section may be developed in a more general setting, we restrict

attention to the class J^yf.

We reserve the usual notation J. x to denote the principal lower set {y £

P : y < x} generated by x in a poset P . In addition, we shall use the term node

to describe a member of a poset which is comparable to every other member.

Definition 2.1. Let a, b £ L such that a < b. We say b is an ordinal extension

of an element a < b provided | b\ } a is a chain, each element of which
exceeds a .

We will let Ord(iz) denote the set of all ordinal extensions of a. We say

b is a proper ordinal extension of a provided b £ Ord(a) and a < b. If

b is a proper ordinal extension of some element a, we say b, is an ordinal

element. We say b is a maximal ordinal extension of a provided b is a proper

ordinal extension of a, and b admits no proper ordinal extension. If b is a

maximal ordinal extension of some element a, then we say b is a maximal

ordinal element.
The relation p on L defined by (a,b) £ p ■&■ b £ Ord(a) defines a partial

ordering on L.

Lemma 2.2. If a < b in an algebraic, distributive lattice L, then the following

are equivalent:

( 1 )   b is an ordinal extension of a.

(2) Every compact member of [b\{a is CJP in L.

In addition, statements ( 1 ) and (2) imply that a is a meet-prime node of [b.

If L is a member of the class J&M^, the converse is also true.

Lemma 2.2 can be used to establish the following critical fact about ordinal
elements:

Lemma 2.3. If L is a member of the class J^Jf, then two ordinal elements of

L are either comparable or orthogonal.

Lemma 2.3 implies, in particular, that the ordinal elements of a member

of the class JMJV form a root-system. There are a number of connections
between the set of ordinal elements and the Boolean skeleton of members of
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the class J?¿%JV . The following connection will be of considerable use in this

paper.

Lemma 2.4. If L is a member of the class J&l^V and a £ L admits a proper

ordinal extension b, then b** is a maximal ordinal extension of a. Moreover,

if _L< a, then the ordinal extensions of a form a chain with largest element a**.

Let M(L) denote the subposet of maximal ordinal elements of a lattice L .

If L is a member of the class J^JV, then two elements of M(L) are either

comparable or orthogonal in L ; in particular, M(L) is a root-system.

Every CJP element is a proper ordinal extension of the unique element it

covers. Consequently, the following description of M(L) is an immediate con-

sequence of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4.

Corollary 2.5. If L is a member of the class Jt%jV, then M(L) = {j** : j £
CJP(L)}.

An element b of a lattice L is said to be linear if J. b is a chain. Note that

if L is lower-bounded, then b is a linear element if and only if b G Ord(-L).

A linear element b in a lower-bounded lattice L is proper if Kb. A linear

element b £ L is maximal if no linear element properly exceeds b . Note that

every proper linear element is an ordinal element; in particular, every proper

maximal linear element is a maximal ordinal element. We have the following

characterization of linear elements within members of the class J&êJ^.

Lemma 2.6. The following are equivalent for a member L of the class JSftjV :

( 1 ) b is a proper linear element of L.

(2) b** is a maximal linear element.

(3) b** is an atom of the Boolean skeleton of L.
(4) b* is meet-prime in L.

Let L be a lower-bounded lattice. An orthogonal subset of L is a subset of

L\{±} whose elements are pairwise orthogonal. An easy application of Zorn's

Lemma shows that every orthogonal subset of L is contained in a maximal

orthogonal subset of L . An orthogonal subset S of L is maximal if x £ L\S

implies xAi>l for some s £ S. A subset B of L is a basis for L if B is

a maximal orthogonal set consisting of proper linear elements. The following

result is an immediate corollary of Lemma 2.6.

Corollary 2.7. The following are equivalent for a member L of the class J*£%yV :

(1) L has a basis.
(2) Every element of L exceeds a proper linear element.

(3) The Boolean skeleton of L is atomic.

Observe that if L is a member of the class J&IjV and has a basis, then

the atoms of the Boolean skeleton form a basis consisting of maximal linear

elements. It is also clear that L has a basis consisting of compact (indeed,
CJP) elements and that any two bases have the same cardinality.

3. Filet configurations

In this section, we prove that if D is a relatively normal lattice such that

the quotient lattice D/Q, relative to the Glivenko congruence 6, satisfies the
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descending chain condition DCC, then the ideal lattice 1(D) is bialgebraic. We

further characterize the poset of CJP elements of 1(D) in terms of forbidden

substructures. We commence by introducing some additional notation and ter-

minology.

Let D be a lower-bounded, distributive lattice and let L = 1(D). Given
a £ D , the pseudocomplement of J, a in L will be denoted by a*. Note that

a* = {x £ D : a A x =_L} . We denote by 8 the Glivenko congruence of D :

8 = {(a, b) £ D x D: a** = b**}.

Finally, let F(L) = {c** : c £ Com(L)} . It is immediate that ¥(L) is a sublattice

of B(L). Further, the mapping a h-> a** is a lattice homomorphism from D

to B(L) with image F(L) and kernel 8. Thus, D/@ is isomorphic to F(L).

We will call D/Q the Glivenko quotient of D .

Lemma 3.1. Let D be a lower-bounded, distributive lattice. For elements a < b

in D, the following are equivalent:

(1) a** cb**.
(2) [a]e<[b]e.
(3) There exist _L< c £ D such that c < b and a Ac =±.

Proof. We establish the equivalence of (1) and (3). Suppose that a** c b**.

Then I =[ bria* ^ {1}. Any K c G 7 satisfies (3). Conversely, if c satisfies

(3), then c G b**\a**.   D

A filet configuration (see Figure 1) is a poset F with the following properties:

(1) F = {a„ : n < N} U {bn : 1 < n < N} for some ordinal 0 < N <co.
(2) For all I < n < N, an-X is an upper bound for a„ and b„ .

(3) For all I < n < N, a„\\b„ ; that is, a„ is incomparable to bn .

A subposet F of a poset P is a strong filet configuration provided F is a

filet configuration and an, bn have no common lower bounds in P (with the

exception of the least element of P , if such exists). In a strong filet configura-

tion, the elements b„ are pairwise incomparable. If P is a root-system, then
every filet configuration in P is strong. The following is an easy consequence

of Lemma 3.1.

Corollary 3.2. If D is a lower-bounded, distributive lattice, then D/& satisfies

DCC if and only if every strong filet configuration in D is finite.

We now state and prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.3. For a member L of the class JZffyT, the following are equivalent:

( 1 )  Com(L)/8 satisfies DCC
(2) L is finite-valued (bialgebraic) and M(L) satisfies DCC.
(3) L is finite-valued and every filet configuration in CJP(L) is finite.

Proof. The equivalence of (2) and (3) is an immediate consequence of Lemma

3.1 and Corollary 3.2. We prove that (1) implies (2) and (3) implies (1).
(1) => (2) Since M(L) = {/"*: j G CJP(L)} , Lemma 3.1 implies M(L) sat-

isfies DCC. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that there exist ±< c £ Com(L)

such that Val(c) is infinite. By Theorem 1.3, there exist p G Val(c) which is

not CMP.
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Let r g \sil(c)\{p} . Since Com(L) is a relatively normal lattice and r\\p ,
we know by Theorem 1.1(4) that there exist L< b, d £ Com(L) such that

b Ad =± and pWd = rv b = pv r. Let ao = c, bx = c A d, and ax = c A b .
Then ±< ax, bx £ Com(L), and ax A bx =±. Since ax V bx < ao, it follows
that F = {ao, ax} U {bx} is a strong filet configuration in Com(L).

Since p £ Val(c), ax < c, and ax ¿ p , it follows that p £ Val(ai). Hence,

Val(ûi) is infinite by Theorem 1.3. We may therefore repeat this process indefi-

nitely to create an infinite strong filet configuration F = {an : n < co} U {b„ : 1 <

n < co} in Com(L), contradicting Corollary 3.2.

(3) => (1) For a proof by contradiction, suppose Com(L)/8 fails to satisfy

DCC. By Corollary 3.2, Com(L) contains an infinite strong filet configuration

F = {a„ : n < œ} U {bn : 1 < n < co}. We will use this fact to contradict the

assumption that every filet configuration in CJP(L) is finite.

Observe that L is bialgebraic by Corollary 1.4. We may therefore assume

that each b„ is CJP and that ao has a representation as a finite join of pairwise

orthogonal CJP elements. It follows that there exists a CJP element jx < ao

which exceeds infinitely many of the elements b„ . If {bkn : 1 < n < co} denotes

the set of elements b„ exceeded by jx, then it is easily seen that

F\ = Oí, ;'i Aak¡,jxAak2,...}U{bkn: 1 < « < co}

is an infinite strong filet configuration in Com(L). This process may be repeated

with j\ A aki in place of ao. Thus, an inductive argument establishes the

existence of an infinite filet configuration in CJP(L), contradicting condition

(3).   D

The following result establishes the equivalence of statements ( 1 ) and (2) in

Theorem B and is a consequence of Corollary 1.4 and Theorem 3.3.

Corollary 3.4. The following conditions are equivalent in an algebraic, distribu-
tive lattice L :

(1) L is a member of the class J*£%yy and Com(L)/8 satisfies DCC.

(2) L is isomorphic to O(R) for some root-system R in which every filet
configuration is finite.

Corollary 3.5. If L is a member of the class JFdLV and satisfies the conditions
of Theorem 3.3, then L has a basis.

Proof. By Corollary 2.7, it suffices to show the Boolean skeleton B(L) is atomic.

If a £ B(L), then a — x** for some x £ L . Since L is bialgebraic, there exist

;' G CJP(L) such that j** < x**. It is easy to see that the least element of any

descending chain in M(L) with top element ;"** is an atom of B(L).   D

We conclude this section by presenting some additional results concerning

the structure of the Glivenko quotient of a lower-bounded, distributive lattice.

First, we recall a few basic facts and definitions.

A generalized Boolean lattice is a relatively complemented, distributive lattice
with least element. A poset P satisfies the weak ascending chain condition
WACC if every upper-bounded strictly ascending chain in P is finite. A lower-

bounded, distributive lattice D is called a disjunctive lattice if, whenever a, b £

D and a < b, there exist ±< c £ D such that c < b and a Ac =±. It is

clear in light of Lemma 3.1 that the Glivenko quotient of every lower-bounded,
distributive lattice is a disjunctive lattice.
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Lemma 3.6. For a disjunctive lattice D, the following are equivalent:

(1) D satisfies WACC.
(2) D is a generalized Boolean lattice satisfying DCC.

(3) D is isomorphic to the generalized Boolean lattice of all finite subsets of

some set.

Proof. (1) =>• (2) Suppose condition (1) is satisfied. We first show that D is a

generalized Boolean lattice. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that there exists

a b £ D such that J, ¿j is not a Boolean lattice.

There exists ±< a < b in D such that a has no complement in j b. Since

D is disjunctive, there exists _L< bx < b in D such that a A bx =±. Since a

has no complement in J. b, it follows that ax = a V bx < b.

Note that a < ax < b . There exist ±< b2 < b in D such that ax A b2 =± .
If ax has a complement, d, in { b, then bx V d is a complement for a in

| è, contrary to assumption. Consequently, a2 - axV b2 < b. An inductive
argument now establishes the existence of an infinite strictly ascending chain

a <ax < a2 ■ • • bounded above by b, contradicting condition (1).

We have shown that D is a generalized Boolean lattice. To prove that D

satisfies DCC, it suffices to show that, for all b £ D , lb satisfies DCC. This,
however, is immediate since j b is a Boolean lattice and satisfies ACC by

condition (1).

(2) => (3) Suppose that condition (2) is satisfied. It is clear that D is atomic.

Let Kb be an element of D and let At(b) denote the set of atoms below b .

We first prove that At(b) is finite.
Suppose by way of contradiction that At(b) contains a countably infinite

subset {xn: n < co}. This set yields an infinite strictly ascending chain jc0 <

(xo V X\) < ■ ■ ■ < (xq V xx V • • • V x„) < ■ ■ ■ in lb, contradicting condition (3).

Thus, At(b) is finite.
Let X denote the set of atoms of D. The map b ■-»• At(¿) provides the

desired isomorphism of D onto the generalized Boolean algebra of all finite

subsets of X.
(3) =>■ (1) Immediate.   D

A lower-bounded, distributive lattice D is orthofinite provided every orthog-

onal, upper-bounded subset of D is finite.

Lemma 3.7. The Glivenko quotient of lower-bounded, distributive lattice D sat-

isfies the conditions of Lemma 3.6 if and only if D is orthofinite.

Proof. Suppose D is orthofinite. Let L denote the ideal lattice of D and

recall that 7>/8 is isomorphic to F(L) = {a**: a £ D}. Assume, by way of

contradiction, that F(L) fails to satisfy WACC. Then there exists an upper

bound b** £ F(L) for an infinite ascending chain a" < a** < ■ ■ ■ in F(L).

Clearly, we may assume an < an+x < b in D for all « ; hence, by Lemma 3.1,

there exist _L< bn < an+x such that an A b„ =± . It follows that b is an upper

bound for the infinite orthogonal set {bn: n < co} , a contradiction.

Conversely, suppose F(L) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.6. Then F(L)

is a generalized Boolean lattice and satisfies WACC. Suppose, by way of contra-

diction, that there exist b £ D which exceeds a countably infinite orthogonal

set {xo, xx, ...} . It is clear that x** A x% =± if « ^ m . Consequently,
Xq* < (xo V Xi)** < • • • < (xo V ■ ■ • V x„)** < ■■ ■   forms an infinite ascending
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chain in j b** n F(L)—an impossibility since } b** n F(L) is a Boolean lattice

which satisfies ACC.   D

Lemma 3.7, while not necessary for the development of the decomposition

theory to follow, provides additional insight into the structure of some of the

lattices considered in §5. (See, in particular, Theorems 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10.)

4. Ordinal decompositions

The goal of this section will be to complete the proof of Theorem B. We

begin by introducing the notion of an ordinal decomposition.

Definition 4.1. Let L be a complete lattice and let g £ L. We say g admits an

ordinal decomposition provided there exists an ordinal 0 < 8 and an ascending

chain {z^ : ß < 3} of elements of L such that

(1) g = y{zß:ß<3},

(2) z? = V B(ß), where B(ß) = {bf : j £ Jß} is an orthogonal set, and

(3) if ß is a successor ordinal, then each bj is either a joinand of z^_1

or else a proper ordinal extension of the join of two or more joinands
of zf>-1 ;

(4) if 0 < ß is a limit ordinal, then bj   is a (possibly trivial) ordinal

extension of the join of a transfinite sequence W¡   of elements w® <

wj <•■■ <Wj <••• , one chosen from each B(¿;), 0 < Ç < ß .

We shall refer to the sets B(ß) = {bj : j £ Jß} as ß-levels. If we wish to

emphasize the initial level B(0), then we will refer to the ordinal decomposition

over the set B(0).
The first goal of this section will be to devise a method by which ordinal

decompositions may be constructed within members of the class J^J^. Let

L be a member of the class JZffyV and set

CM(L) = lx £ L: x = \JC for some chain C in M(L) j .

The following results concerning the set CM(L) tacitly assume that L is a

member of the class J^JV.

Lemma 4.2. CM(L) is a root-system in which incomparable elements are or-

thogonal in L.

Proof. Let x, y £ CM(L). There exist chains Ci, C2 such that x = V Cx
and y = V C2. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that x\\y but _L< x Ay.

Since L satisfies JID, there exist elements cx £ Cx and c2 £ C2 such that

-L< cxAc2. It follows that cx and c2 are comparable; say, cx < c2 . Since x||y,

there exist incomparable elements c[ £ Cx and c'2 £ C2 exceeding cx and c2,

respectively. Thus, cx is a lower bound for c[ and c'2—an impossibility since

M(L) is a root-system.   D

Lemma 4.3. If x < y in CM(L), then there exist z g M(L) such that x < z <

v.

Proof. Let x = V Cx and y = \J C2, where Ci and C2 are chains in M(L).
Since x < y , there exists by JID a z £ C2 such that z ¿Í x and _L< x A z. It

follows that c < z for each c £ Cx; consequently, x < z.   D
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Clearly, M(L) G CM(L). An interesting consequence of Lemma 4.3 is that

CM(L) is chain-complete; that is, every chain in CM(L) has a least upper
bound in CM(L), namely the join of the chain (in i). In fact, using the

notion of the chain-completion of a poset as defined in Markowsky and Rosen

[21], we may say even more about CM(L).

Corollary 4.4.  CM(L) is the chain-completion of the root-system M(L).

We will prove that CM(L) is a source of ordinal decompositions within

members L of the class J&Mf. The following result will be crucial to this

endeavor. It shows, in particular, that if b is an element of a member L of the

class J&jV , then there is at most one orthogonal subset B in CM(L) such

that b is a proper ordinal extension of V R ■

Lemma 4.5. Let B ç CM(L) be a nonempty orthogonal set. Let Bx and B2 be

nonempty subsets of B and let bx and b2 be proper ordinal extensions of V R\
and V Bi > respectively.

(1) bxAb=L for all b £ B\BX.
(2) If Bx <£ B2 and B2%BX, then bx A b2 =J_ and Bxr\B2 = 0.
(3) // Bx ç B2, then bx is comparable to b2 and Bx = B2. Furthermore,

if bx,b2£ M(L), then bx = b2.

Proof. (1) Let b £ B\BX . In light of Lemmas 2.4 and 4.2, it suffices to prove
that b**\\b. It is clear that b** ¿t b. Since B is an orthogonal set and L

satisfies JID, \JBx Ab —L. It thus follows from Lemma 2.2 that b ^ b\*.
(2) Observe JID implies that, whenever C c D ç B, then VC < yD.

Suppose now that the assumption of statement (2) is satisfied, but 1< bx A b2 .

By Lemma 2.3, we may assume bx <b2; hence, statement (1) and JID yield

\/Bx=\/BxAb2 = \J{bAb2:b£BxnB2} = \/(Bx nB2)<\Jßx.

This is an obvious contradiction; hence, we have shown bx A b2 =1. It is now

clear that BXC\B2 = 0.

(3) Suppose Bx ç B2 ; this implies \/ Bx < V-#2 • Consequently, K bxAb2;
and bx is therefore comparable to b2 by Lemma 2.3. Suppose, by way of
contradiction, that there exists a b' £ B2\BX. Since B is an orthogonal set, we

have b1 A\l Bx = _L by JID; it follows that bx <\J B2. By Lemma 2.2, there
exists a CJP element ;' such that \/ Bx < j < bx < V B2. Hence, there exists
b £ B2\BX such that j < b. This, however, implies _L< j < bx A b, which
contradicts statement (1). Hence, Bx — B2.

To complete the proof, note that Bx = B2 implies bx £ Ord(b2) or b2 £

Ord(bx). Thus, if bx,b2£ M(L), we must have bx=b2.   D

Let L be a member of the class J&lyV and let B be a nonempty orthogonal

subset of CM(L). Define a binary relation ~g on B as follows: x ~,b y if

and only if

(1) x = y,or
(2) There exists a subset X of B containing x and y such that V-^

admits a proper ordinal extension.

Statements (2) and (3) of Lemma 4.5 ensure that ~ß is an equivalence

relation. For any b £ B, let [b]^B denote the equivalence class of b with

respect to ~5.
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Now, let L be a member of the class J^yT, suppose that 0 < ß is a
limit ordinal, and suppose that, for each 0 < <!; < ß, B(£) ç CM(L) is the

¿;-level of an ordinal decomposition in L . Let W denote the set of all chains

Wß ç U{B(£): 0 < £ < ß} such that Wß n B({) + 0 for all 0 < £ < ß and
let W = {w £ L: w = V Wß for some Wß £ W}. For each w £ W, let
bß = w if w admits no proper ordinal extension; else, let bß = w**. Let B(ß)

denote the set of all such elements bß .

Lemma 4.6. If ß is a limit ordinal and B(ß) is constructed as above, then B(ß)

is an orthogonal subset of CM(L).

Proof. Let bx, b2 be distinct members of B(ß). By construction, B(ß) ç

CM(L) ; hence, by Lemma 4.2, it will suffice to show bx\\b2 . For j e {1,2},
there exists a chain W¡ g W such that b¡ = V Wj or bj = (V Wj)**. It will
therefore suffice to show that \JWXA\JW2=L as this implies 1= (V Wx)** A

(V WiY* >bxAb2.
Let Wj = {bj:0<c;<ß}. By JID, we have

\/Wx A\/W2 = \¡{b\ Ab\: 0 < t¡ < ß}.

Since B(^) is an orthogonal set by assumption, either b\ — b\ or b\ A b\ =1

for each 0 < ^ < ß. If there exists an n < ß such that b* = b\, then

b\ = b\ for all n <C < ß . This implies \JWX=\/W2 which implies bx = b2,

contrary to assumption. Thus, b\ A b\ =J_ for all 0 < £ < ß ; it is now clear
that V Wi A V W2 =±.   D

We now detail a method by which ^-levels of an ordinal decomposition may

be constructed within a member of the class J&JV.

Construction 4.7. Let L  be a member of the class JTSftjV and let B be a
nonempty, maximal orthogonal subset ofM(L). For an ordinal 0 < 3, construct

ß-levels B(ß), ß < S, as follows:

(1) Let B(0) = Ä.
(2) If ß is a successor ordinal, let b? £ B(ß) if and only if bß £ B(ß - 1)

and [è^]~iw_„ is a singleton, or else bß = (V[^]~í(í-i))** for some

b£B(ß-l).
(3) If 0 < ß is a limit ordinal, let bß £ B(ß) if and only if there exists

a chain Wß c (J{B(i): 0 < C¡ < ß}, with Wß n B(í) ¿ 0 for all
0 < £, < ß, such that bß = \J Wß if this join admits no proper ordinal

extension and bß - (V Wß)** otherwise.

It is clear in light of Lemmas 2.4 and 4.5 that if B(ß) is an orthogonal subset

of CM(L), then the set B(ß + 1) as described in Construction 4.7(2) is also an
orthogonal subset of CM(L). Utilizing Lemma 4.6 and transfinite induction,

one may therefore verify that the sets B(ß) described in Construction 4.7 are
orthogonal subsets of CM(L) for all 0 < ß < 3. In particular, these sets

satisfy the conditions of Definition 4.1 and thus form the ^-levels of an ordinal

decomposition in L . Furthermore, Lemma 4.5(3) implies the elements of each

/?-level are uniquely determined. Moreover, since B(0) is a maximal orthogonal

set, so also is each level B(ß), ß < 8 .
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We now proceed to complete the proof of Theorem B. We shall have need of

the following lemma which provides additional information about the structure

of ordinal decompositions.

Lemma 4.8. Suppose L is a member of the class JSHjV and g £ L admits

an ordinal decomposition over an orthogonal set of proper linear elements as

described in Definition 4.1. If j is CJP in L and such that j < zß but j j¿ zi
for any 0 < £ < ß, then there exists an element b £ B(ß) such that j < b < j**.

In particular, if b admits no proper ordinal extension, then b = j**.

Proof. Since ; G CJP(Z-) and j < zß = \/B(ß), there exist b £ B(ß) such
that j < b. Since j** is the largest ordinal extension of j by Lemma 2.4, the

desired result will follow once we have shown b £ Ord(j).

If ß = 0, then b is linear by assumption; hence, b £ Ord(;'). Suppose

0 < ß. Since ;' 1¿ z¿ for any 0 < £ < ß, it follows that b £ B(£) for any
0 < £, < ß . Hence, b £ Ord(a), where a is constructed in one of two ways.

If ß is a successor ordinal, then a = V D , where D is a subset of b(ß - 1)

containing at least two elements. If ß is a limit ordinal, then a = \J W, where

W c U{B(£) : Ç < ß} is a chain such that W n B({) # 0 for all 0 < £ < ß.
Now, a is a node of | b by Lemma 2.2; hence, j must be comparable to a.

If j < a, then by the construction of a, there exist £ < ß and tf < a in

B(<j;) such that j < b^ . This implies j < z¿, contradicting our choice of j.

Consequently, a < j < b ; it follows that b £ Ord(j).   u

Corollary 4.9. Suppose L is a member of the class J&IjV whose top element

admits an ordinal decomposition over an orthogonal set of maximal linear ele-

ments where each ß-level is as described in Construction 4.7. If g £ M(L),

then there exists an ordinal ß such that g £ B(ß).

Proof. Let g £ M(L). By Corollary 2.5, there exists a CJP element ;' such

that g = j**. Since T = \J{zß : ß < 3}, there exists a least ordinal ß < 8 such

that j < zß . By Lemma 4.8, there exist bß £ B(ß) such that j < bß < g.

Since bß admits no proper ordinal extension, bß — g .   u

Lemma 4.10. If L is an algebraic, distributive lattice whose top element admits
an ordinal decomposition over an orthogonal set of proper linear elements, then

L is a bialgebraic member of the class S3ÎJV. Furthermore, M(L) satisfies
DCC.

Proof. Let T = V{^: ß < ¿}, where each zß = \JB(ß) is as in Definition
4.1, and where B(0) is an orthogonal set of proper linear elements. We prove

that L is bialgebraic by showing every c £ Com(L) is a (finite) join of CJP

elements. This is accomplished by transfinite induction.

Let ±< c £ Com(L). There exists a least ordinal ß < 3 such that c < zß .

Suppose c<z° = VB(0). By JID we have

c = \¡{cAb(j:J£Jo}.

Since b°j is a linear element and cAb® < b® for all j £ Jo, it follows by Lemma

2.2 that c A tfj is the join of a (possibly empty) set of CJP elements. Thus, in

this case, c is a join of CJP elements.

Now suppose c < zß = \JB(ß) for some ordinal 0 < ß < 8 and suppose

that, for all 0 < £ < ß, every compact element below z*  is a join of CJP
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elements. We assume ß is minimal; that is, c < zß and c j£ z^ for any

0 < £ < ß . By JID we have

c = \J{cAbf:J£jß}.

Consequently, it will suffice to show c Abj is a join of CJP elements for each

j £ Jß . Let ;' G Jß such that c A bß >_L .

We first consider the case when ß is a successor ordinal. If bj £ B(£) for

some t\ < ß , then cAbß < z^ . It follows by the induction hypothesis that every

compact element below c A bß , and thus c Abj , is a join of CJP elements. If

bßj <¿ B(e¡) for all 0 < Ç < ß, then there is a set D ç B(ß - 1) containing at

least two elements such that bf is a proper ordinal extension of \J D . We know

that \/ D is a node of | bf by Lemma 2.2, and hence must be comparable to

cAbß. If V 7> < c Abj <bj , then c A bf is a join of CJP elements by Lemma

2.2. If c A bj < \/D < zß~l, then every compact element below c A bf is a

join of CJP elements by the induction hypothesis. Therefore, c Abj is a join

of CJP elements.
We now consider the case when ß is a limit ordinal. There is a chain Wf =

{wj: 0 < £ < ß} as in Definition 4.1 such that bf £ Ord(V Wf). We know

that V Wß is a node of [ bf . If V wf < c A bf < bf , then c A bf is a join

of CJP elements by Lemma 2.2. On the other hand, if c A bf < \J wf , then

every compact element below c A bf is below some wj £ Wf and is therefore

a join of CJP elements by the induction hypothesis. Therefore, c Abj is a join

of CJP elements.
We have established that L is bialgebraic. Therefore, L is isomorphic to

O(R), where R = CJP(L). We now prove that incomparable CJP elements of

L are orthogonal. In view of Corollary 1.4, this will suffice to prove that L is

a member of the class JFMjV .
Let j, k be incomparable members of CJP(L). There exist least ordinals

ßj and ßk such that j < zß> and k < zßk. Let ß = max{^, ßk}. We may

assume that ß = ß}■. Under this assumption, there exist unique bf and bf in

B(ß) such that j < bf , k<b{, and bf £ B(f) for all { < ft. Since B(ß) is

an orthogonal set, it will suffice to prove that bf ^ bß ■

By assumption, bf is a proper ordinal extension of the join of a set D , where

D is constructed in one of two ways: If ß is a successor ordinal, then D is

a subset of B(ß - 1) containing at least two elements; if ß is a limit ordinal

(possibly 0), then D ç U{B(É): £ < ß} is a chain such that D n B({) ¿ 0 for

all t¡ < ß . In either event, we must have \¡ D < j <bf . In particular, bf is

an ordinal extension of j. Consequently, j is a node of | bß ; and it follows

at once that bf 5¿ bß (otherwise, j would be comparable to k).

We have proven L to be a bialgebraic member of the class J^ffyT. It remains

to show that M(L) satisfies DCC. We prove that any descending chain in M(L)

induces a descending chain in {zß : ß < 8}.   Suppose gx, g2 £ M(L) and
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gx < g2. By Corollary 2.5, there exist CJP elements ;', k such thatgi = j**

and g2 = k**. Let Ç, r\ < 8 be the least ordinals such that j < té and

k < bi for some té £ B(£) and M £ B(n). By Lemma 4.8, j < té < gx
and k < bn < g2. Since k is a node of j g2, gx is comparable to k. As gx

admits no proper ordinal extension, it follows that gx < k . Hence, té < bn ,

which implies z^ < zn. Thus, any descending chain C in M(L) induces a

descending chain in {zß : ß < 8} order-isomorphic to C. Therefore, M(L)

must satisfy DCC.   □

We now state and prove the main result of this paper.

Theorem 4.11. For an algebraic, distributive lattice L, the following are equiva-
lent:

( 1 ) The top element of L admits an ordinal decomposition over an orthog-

onal set of proper linear elements.

(2) L is isomorphic to O(R) for some root-system R in which every filet

configuration is finite.

(3) L is a member of the class JÍMJV and Com(L)/8 satisfies DCC.

Proof. The equivalence of statements (2) and (3) was established in Corollary

3.4. Lemma 4.10, Corollary 1.4, and Theorem 3.3 together show that statement

(1) implies statement (2). In what follows, we prove that statement (2) implies
statement (1).

Suppose condition (2) is satisfied. We know by Corollary 3.5 that L has a

basis B(0) which we may assume consists of maximal linear elements. We use

Construction 4.7 to obtain an ordinal decomposition in L over the set B(0).

Let 0 < ß be an ordinal and consider the level B(ß) of this decomposition.

We assume zß < T and prove the level B(ß + 1) can be constructed such that
zß < zß+x.

In what follows, we shall use without explicit reference the fact that each

level B(¿¡), 0 < Ç < ß, is a maximal orthogonal set and a subset of CM(L).

Since ß + 1 is a successor ordinal, it will suffice to prove the existence of an

element bß+x in L which is the maximal ordinal extension of the join of a set

D c B(ß) containing at least two elements.

Claim 1. There exists a CJP element j andan element bß £ B(ß) such that

bß < j ; and, for every pair of orthogonal CJP elements c, d < j, there exist

minimal ordinals £, n < ß such that c** £ B(£) and d** £ B(n).

To prove this claim, we first show that whenever j is a CJP element and

j £ zß , then there exists bf g B(ß) such that bf < j.

Suppose ; is a CJP element such that j ji zß. Since B(ß) is a maximal

orthogonal set and j** 0 B(ß) by assumption, there exist bf £ B(ß) such that

1< ;'** A bf . Since ;'**, bf £ CM(L), it follows by Lemma 4.2 that ;** is

comparable to bf . Since j ■£ zß , we see that bf < j < j**.

We now prove the existence of a CJP element j £ zß such that every pair

c, d of incomparable CJP elements below ;' has the property that c V d < zß .

Since L is bialgebraic and zß < T, there exists a CJP element k £ zß.

Suppose by way of contradiction that for every CJP element j < k such that

j ¿ zß there exists a pair c, d of incomparable CJP elements below ; with

the property that either c ¿ zß or d £ zß .
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By previous arguments, there exist bß G B(ß) such that bß < k. By con-

struction, bß admits no proper ordinal extension; hence, } k\ [ bß is not a

chain. Consequently, there exist incomparable elements cx, c2 G| k\ J. bß,

which we may assume are CJP since L is bialgebraic. Observe that Fi =

{k, cx} U {c2} and Gx = {k, c2} U {cx} are filet configurations in CJP(L).

We may assume that cx •£ zß . The previous arguments, therefore, may be

repeated with cx in place of k. An inductive argument thus establishes the

existence of an infinite filet configuration in CJP(L), contradicting Theorem

3.3.
Consequently, there exists a CJP element j j¿ zß with the property that,

whenever c, d < j are incomparable CJP elements, then c V d < zß . Hence,

by Corollary 4.9, there exist least ordinals ¿¡, n < 8 such that c** £ B(Ç) and

d** £ B(n), completing the proof of Claim 1.
Let j and bß be as in Claim 1. We prove that j** is the desired element

bß+x. To begin, let D = {b £ B(ß) : b < j} .
We show that D contains at least two elements. By Claim 1, ; exceeds the

element bß g B(ß) ; hence, D ^ 0. By construction, bß admits no proper

ordinal extension. Thus, there exist h < j such that h\\bß. Consequently,

there exist orthogonal CJP elements c < h and d < bß. We may assume

c\\bß . By Claim 1, there exists a minimal ordinal t\ < ß such that c** £ B(£).

By construction, there exist b £ B(ß) such that c** <b.

Either b = bß , or b\\bß . If b = bß , then c <bß , contrary to assumption.

Since -L< c < b A j**, it follows by Lemma 4.2 that b is comparable to j**.

Since j £ zß , it follows that b < j**. Since j is a node of j j** and b\\bß ,
it follows that b < j. Hence, b £ D ; and D contains at least two elements.

We now show an element b £ B(ß) is in the set D if and only if b is

comparable to j**. It is clear that if b £ D , then b is comparable to j**. Let

b £ B(ß) be comparable to j** . We must have b < j** since j £zß = \¡ B(ß).
Since 1 j**\ I j is a chain and b admits no proper ordinal extension, it follows

that b < j. Hence, b £D .
Let E = B(ß)\D . It follows that no element of E is comparable to j** ;

hence, by Lemma 4.2, E = {b £ B(ß) : b A j** =J_} .
In light of Lemma 2.4, to complete the proof that j** is the desired element

bß+x, it will suffice to show that j** is a proper ordinal extension of \J D.

Clearly, y D < j < j** ; thus, by Lemma 2.2, it will be enough to show that

every compact element in } j**\ V/ D is CJP in L .

Let c < j** be a compact element which is not CJP. We show that c < V D .

Since j** G Ord(y), we may assume by Lemma 2.2 that c < j. Since L is

bialgebraic, by Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 there exist pairwise orthogonal

CJP elements jx,... , jn such that c = ji V • • • V jn. By Claim 1, j*k* < zß

for 1 < k < n. Thus, jk < zß ; it follows that jk < V D or jk < y E. If
jk < V E, then by JID and the description of E given above, we have

jk=jkA\JE<\l{j**Ab:b£E}=l.,

contradicting the choice of jk . Consequently, jk < V D for all 1 < k < n,

proving that c < V D .   D

We have remarked that D is a member of the class ¿%JV if and only if

1(D) is a member of the class J7MJV.  In view of this fact, Theorem B is a
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restatement of Theorem 4.11 in terms of members of the class ¿ftJV. Hence,

the proof of Theorem B is complete.

Theorem 4.11 implies a result concerning posets:

If P is a poset, then the top element, P, of O(P) admits an ordinal decompo-

sition over an orthogonal set of proper linear elements of O(P) if and only if P

is a root-system in which every filet configuration is finite.

The linear elements of O(P) are precisely those lower sets of P which are
also chains; consequently, Theorem C is simply a restatement of the above in

terms of the poset P . It is important to note, however, that Theorem C does

not imply Theorem 4.11. Indeed, Theorem 4.11 establishes that the class of
algebraic, distributive lattices whose top elements admit ordinal decomposi-
tions over orthogonal sets of proper linear elements is precisely the class whose

members are isomorphic to O(R) for some root-system R in which every filet

configuration is finite. Theorem 4.11 is therefore stronger than Theorem C.

The proof of Theorem 4.11 makes no explicit use of those elements of B(ß)

which are trivial ordinal extensions of transfinite sequences. The reader may

therefore be led to question the inclusion of such elements in the general defi-

nition of an ordinal decomposition. In order to show these elements cannot be

omitted from the definition, we conclude this section by presenting the follow-

ing example of a lattice whose top element admits an ordinal decomposition

over an orthogonal set of linear elements requiring co + 1 levels in which every

element of B(co) is the trivial ordinal extension of a transfinite sequence.

Example 4.12. Let A = {a^: n < co} be a countably infinite antichain and

let J = {jn: 0 < « < co} be a countably infinite set disjoint from A. Let

Ii = {ao, ax} © {;'i} and for all n > 1, let I„ = (I„_i U {an}) © {j„}. Let
R = (J{L : 1 < « < <y} and let R' be an isomorphic copy of R with RnR' = 0 .
Let S = (RUR')©{;'} , where ;' g RUR'. Finally, let L = O(R) and M = O(S).
It is easy to check that the top element of M admits an ordinal decomposition

over an orthogonal set of linear elements requiring co + 1 levels. Note also that
every element of B(<w) is the join of a countable ascending chain.

5. Additional decomposition theorems

For the remainder of this paper, when we refer to a decomposition, it will

be understood that we mean an ordinal decomposition. We shall attach spe-

cial importance to ordinal decompositions over orthogonal sets of proper linear

elements. We will refer to such decompositions as linear-based decompositions.

Theorem 4.11 presents general conditions equivalent to the condition that

the top element of an algebraic, distributive lattice admits a linear-based de-

composition. In this section, we shall establish conditions which give greater

control over these decompositions. We begin, however, by observing that spe-

cific questions about the structure of linear-based decompositions cannot be

readily answered by appealing directly to Definition 4.1 as this construction

does not allow sufficient control over the placement of elements within the ß-

levels. Precise control over the placement of elements is given by the canonical

example of an ordinal decomposition given in Construction 4.7. In all that

follows, we shall use the term canonical decomposition when referring to an or-
dinal decomposition whose levels are as described in Construction 4.7 and shall

restrict attention, unless otherwise stated, to canonical decompositions.
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When reading this section, the reader will no doubt observe that Theorems

5.3-5.6 and 5.8-5.10 assume only algebraic, distributive lattices but draw con-
clusions concerning canonical decompositions of these lattices. Since canonical

decompositions are defined only in members of the class JTSftjV, the reader

may question the validity of the conclusions. However, in view of Theorem

4.11, the difficulty reduces to a question of semantics. If the top element of

an algebraic, distributive lattice admits a linear-based decomposition, then it is

automatically a member of the class J7£%JV, and it makes sense to talk about

canonical decompositions in such a lattice. 7« view of this, we remark that in

these theorems, we make the tacit assumption that the lattices under scrutiny

satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.11.

The remainder of this section will be concerned with three successive refine-

ments of Definition 4.1.
We say an element g of a complete lattice L admits an co-decomposition if

g = y{z": n < N}, N < co, the elements z" = V/B(«) are constructed as in

Definition 4.1, and z" < z"+x, n < N. If g admits an (^-decomposition, and

if for each element bn+x £ B(n + 1), bn+x A b =_L for all but a finite number

of elements b £ B(n), then we say g admits a strong («-decomposition. If

g admits a strong «-decomposition over a finite set, then we say g admits a

finite decomposition.

Before exploring the refinements of Definition 4.1, we introduce some addi-

tional terminology and preliminary results.

A chain of N + 1 distinct elements is said to have length N. Let P be a

poset satisfying DCC. The height of an element p £ P is the supremum of the

lengths of the descending chains in P with top element p. We shall denote

the height of p by hp(p), or simply by h(p) when no confusion will result. It

is clear that hp(p) is an ordinal not exceeding co. The height hp of a poset P

satisfying DCC is the supremum of the heights of its elements.
Similarly, the length of a finite filet configuration F = {<2„:0<«<A}u

{bn: I < n < N} is the number N; i.e., the length of the chain {a„: 0 <

n < N}. If Q is a poset in which every filet configuration is finite, we shall

define the filet-height, HQ(q), or simply H(q), of an element q £ Q to be the
supremum of the lengths of all filet configurations in Q with top element q .

The filet-height Hq of a poset Q in which every filet configuration is finite is

the supremum of the filet heights of its elements.

The following lemma catalogues some simple observations about root-systems

which will be used in later results.

Lemma 5.1. If R is a root-system, then each of the first three statements below

implies the next:

(1) R has at most finitely many roots.

(2) R has finite filet height.
(3) Each element of R has finite filet height.
(4) Every filet configuration in R is finite.

Proof. We need only prove that (1) implies (2); the remaining implications

are clear. Suppose R is a root-system containing exactly N roots (maximal

chains). For a proof by contradiction, suppose N - 1 < Hp . Then there exists

an element r £ R such that N < H(r) ; hence, there exists a filet configuration

with top element r of length N in the principal lower set } r. It follows that
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i r contains at least N + 1 distinct roots. Zorn's Lemma implies that every

root of | r is contained in a root of R. It is clear that two distinct roots of j r

cannot be contained in the same root of R. Hence, R contains at least N + 1
roots, contrary to assumption.   D

We remark in passing that the statements of Lemma 5.1 are not equivalent.

For example, the lattice Af constructed in Example 4.12 has the property that

every filet configuration in CJP(M) is finite, yet CJP(Af ) has infinitely many

roots.

The following result is an easy consequence of Corollary 2.5 and Lemma 3.1.

Lemma 5.2. Let L be a bialgebraic member of the class J&Jf. A chain in

M(L) has length N if and only if it induces a filet configuration of length N in
CJP(L).

Lemma 5.3. Suppose L is an algebraic, distributive lattice whose top element
admits a canonical, linear-based, co-decomposition. If bn £ B(«) (n < co) and
b" £ B(k) for 0<k <n, then bn has height n in M(L).

Proof. By Theorem 4.11, L is isomorphic to O(Ä) for some root-system R in
which every filet configuration is finite. We accomplish this proof by induction.

Clearly the result is true if n = 0. Let n < co and suppose that, for all
0 < k < n, if bk G B(Â:) and bk <¿ B(j) for 0 < j < k, then h(bk) = k in
M(L).

Let bn £ B(n) be such that bn <¿ B(k) for 0 < k < « . It follows that bn is
a proper (indeed maximal) ordinal extension of V D for some D ç B(« - 1)

containing at least two elements. If b £ B(n - 2), then b £ B(n - 1) if

and only if [è]~fi(„_2) = {b} (see Construction 4.7). Consequently, if every

b £ D is contained in B(« - 2), we would have b" £ B(« - 1), contrary

to assumption. Thus, there must exist a b"~x £ D such that b"~x g B(k)

for 0 < k < n - 1. By the induction hypothesis, b"~x has height n - 1 in
M(L). Thus, there exists a strictly ascending chain of maximal ordinal elements

C„_i(ô"-1) = {b°,b1,..., bn~x} such that té £ B(j) for each 0 < j < n - 1.

The chain C„(b") = Cn-X(bn~x)u{bn} contains exactly « + 1 elements. Hence,
n < h(bn) in M(L).

If C is any chain of maximal ordinal elements contained in } b" and c £ C,

then by Corollary 4.9, c £ \J{BU)- J < "}■ It follows that C has length at
most «.   D

Theorem 5.4. For an algebraic, distributive lattice L, the following are equiva-

lent:

( 1 )  The top element of L admits a canonical, linear-based, co-decomposition.

(2) L is a bialgebraic (finite-valued) member of the class J&êJ^, and every

maximal ordinal element of L has finite height in M(L).

(3) L is isomorphic to O(R) for some root-system R in which every element
has finite filet-height.

Proof. The equivalence of conditions (2) and (3) follows directly from Theorem

3.3, Corollary 3.4, and Lemma 5.2. In what follows, we prove that (1) implies
(2), and (3) implies (1).

(1) => (2) Let T = y{zn: n < N} (N < co), where each z" = \/B(«), each

set B(«) ç CM(L) is as described in Construction 4.7, and where B(0) is an
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orthogonal set of maximal linear elements. By Theorem 4.11, we know L is
isomorphic to O(R) for some root-system R (in which every filet configuration

is finite) and is thus bialgebraic by Corollary 3.4.

If g £ M(L), then there is a least integer k such that g G B(k) by Corollary

4.9. By Lemma 5.3, h(g) = k in M(L) ; hence, every maximal ordinal element

in L has finite height in M(L).
(3) => (1) In view of Lemma 5.1, it is clear that every filet configuration in

R is finite. By Theorem 4.11, the top element of L admits a canonical, linear-

based decomposition. Suppose by way of contradiction that the level B(co + 1)

of this decomposition is such that zß < zw+x for all ß <co.

There exists an element bœ+x £ B(co + 1) which is not contained in B(ß)

for any ß < co. Hence, there exists a set D ç B(co) containing at least two

elements such that bm+x  is a proper (indeed maximal) ordinal extension of

yD.
Suppose that D ç U{B(") '■ n < co} . If there exists an integer 0 < k such

that D C U{B(«): n < k} , then by Construction 4.7, bm+i G B(Â:+1), contrary
to assumption. Thus, for each integer n < co, there exists a b £ D and a least

integer k > n such that b £ B(k). By Construction 4.7, b G M(L) ; by Lemma
5.3, h(b) = k . Since b < bw+x for all b £ D , it follows that h(bw+x) = co in

M(L), contradicting condition (2).

Suppose instead that D <jt U{B(«): n < co}. Then there exists an element

bw £D such that bw i B(«) for all « < co. By construction, b<° G Ord(V W)
for some chain W ç 1J{B(») : n < co} such that W n B(«) ±0 for all « < co.

Let n < co. By assumption, there exists w £ W such that w ■£ b" for all

br £ B(n). Let k > n be the least integer such that w g B(k). By Construction

4.7, w £ M(L) ; and, by Lemma 5.3, h(w) = k in M(L). Thus, for each
integer n < co, there exists an element w £W such that h(w) > n in M(L).

Since each w < bw+x, it follows that h(bw+x) = co in M(L), contradicting

condition (2).    D

Note that the top element of the lattice M introduced in Example 4.12

does not admit a canonical, linear-based «-decomposition. However, the top

element of the lattice L in this example does admit such a decomposition; in

fact, it admits a canonical, linear-based strong co-decomposition.

Suppose an element g of a complete lattice L admits an ordinal decomposi-

tion as described in Definition 4.1. We will say the ascending chain {zß : ß < 3}

terminates at a provided there is an ordinal a < 3 such that za = g and

y{zß:ß<a}<g.

The top element of the lattice M of Example 4.12 admits a canonical, linear-

based decomposition which terminates at the ordinal co+l. On the other hand,

the top element of the lattice L of Example 4.12 admits a canonical, linear-

based, strong «-decomposition which does not terminate. Our next goal will be

to characterize those algebraic, distributive lattices whose top elements admit
canonical, linear-based decompositions which terminate at some integer N.

Theorem 5.5. Let L be an algebraic, distributive lattice and let N be an integer.

The following are equivalent:

(1)  The top element of L admits a canonical, linear-based decomposition

which terminates at N.
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(2) L is a bialgebraic member of the class JZflJ^ and M(L) has height
N.

(3) L is isomorphic to O(R) for some root-system R having filet-height N.

Proof. The equivalence of conditions (2) and (3) is a direct consequence of
Corollary 3.4 and Lemma 5.2. We prove the equivalence of conditions (1) and

(2).
(1) =*• (2) Suppose that T = z° V z1 V • • • V zN, where zJ = VB(7). the

sets B(j) are as described in Construction 4.7 for 0 < j < N, and B(0) is a
maximal orthogonal set of maximal linear elements.

By Theorem 4.11, L is isomorphic to O(R) for some root-system (in which

every filet configuration is finite) and is therefore a bialgebraic member of the

class J9&V by Corollary 3.4. Since z° V •• • V zN~x < T, there exists a bN £
B(N) which is not contained in B(j) for all 0 < j < N. By Lemma 5.3,
h(bN) = N in M(L). Thus, N < hM(L).

Let C be any descending chain of maximal ordinal elements in ¿. By

Corollary 4.9, each member of C must be contained in B(j) for some 0 <

j < N. It follows that C has length at most N. Thus, #m(L) < N.
(2) => (1) Clearly, M(L) satisfies DCC. Since L is a bialgebraic member

of the class J&êJK, L is finite-valued by Corollary 1.4; thus, by Theorem 3.3,
Com(L)/8 satisfies DCC. Hence, L satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.11;

consequently, the top element of L admits a canonical, linear-based decompo-

sition. If the level B(A+1) can be constructed such that zN < zN+x, then there

must exist a bN+x £ B(A+1) suchthat bN+l & B(j) forO<j<N. By Lemma
5.3, h(bN+l) = N + 1 in M(L). Therefore, we must have N+l < hM^L), con-

tradicting condition (2).
To see that the decomposition terminates at the integer N, it now suffices

to show B(A) contains an element bN which is not contained in B(j) for
0 < j < N. Let C be any chain of maximal ordinal elements in L of length

N. By Corollary 4.9, every member of C must be contained in B(j) for some

0 < ; < N. It follows that C n B(j) ^ 0 for all 0<j<N. Consequently, the
top element, c, of C is a member of B(N), and c g B(j) for 0 < j < N.   D

Our next goal will be to characterize all members of the class J^yV whose
top elements admit canonical, linear-based strong «-decompositions. We begin

by introducing some preliminary results.

Lemma 5.6. If L is an algebraic, distributive lattice whose top element admits a

canonical, linear-based decomposition, then the first level of this decomposition

forms a basis for L.

Proof. By assumption, the first level, B(0), of this decomposition consists of

pairwise orthogonal (maximal) linear elements. We need only show B(0) is a

maximal orthogonal set. Since L is bialgebraic by Theorem 4.11, it will suffice

to show that ; G CJP(L) implies 0 < j Ab for some b £ B(0).
Let j be CJP in L. There exists a least ordinal ß such that j < zß.

By Corollary 4.9, j** £ B(ß). Consequently, there exist b £ B(0) such that

b < j**. Since j is a node of J. j**, it follows that K j Ab .   G

Lemma 5.7. If L is a member of the class J%%yV and has a basis containing

exactly N elements, then every orthogonal set in L\{±} contains at most N

elements.
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Proof. The assumption implies (see remarks following Corollary 2.7) that the

Boolean skeleton B(L) has N atoms. If D is an orthogonal set in L , then so

is the set D' = {d** : d £ D} ç B(L). Since every element of D' must exceed

an atom of B(L), it follows that D' contains at most N elements. Thus, D

contains at most N elements.   D

Recall that a lower-bounded, distributive lattice D is orthofinite provided

every orthogonal, upper-bounded subset of D is finite. (See Lemmas 3.6 and

3.7.)

Theorem 5.8. For an algebraic, distributive lattice L the following are equivalent:

(1) The top element of L admits a canonical, linear-based, strong co-decom-

position.
(2) L is a member of the class J^jV and Com(L) is an orthofinite lattice.

(3) L is isomorphic to O(R) for some root-system R with the property that,

for each r £ R, the root-system [ r contains at most finitely many roots.

Proof. (1) =>• (2) Suppose condition (1) is satisfied and let c £ Com(L). By

Theorem 4.11, L is bialgebraic; hence, it will suffice to show that every orthog-

onal set / of CJP elements contained in J. c is finite. By Theorem 1.3, c has

a unique representation as a finite join of pairwise orthogonal CJP elements,

ex, • • • , cm .
Let J be an orthogonal set of CJP elements contained in J. c and let Jk —

{j G 7': j < ck} for 1 < k < m . It will suffice to show Jk is finite.
Let T = y{zn : n < N} (N < co), where each z" = \/B(«) is as described

in Construction 4.7, B(0) is an orthogonal set of proper (maximal) linear ele-

ments, and where each element of B(« + 1) is orthogonal with all but a finite

number of elements of B(«). Consider the CJP element ck, 1 < k < m.

Since c*k* £ M(L), there exists an integer « such that c*k £ B(«) by Corol-
lary 4.9. Therefore, by construction, c*k* admits a finite ordinal decomposition

over a finite subset of B(0). By Lemma 5.6, the lattice \ ck* has a finite basis.

Consequently, Jk is finite by Lemma 5.7.
(2) => (3) Suppose condition (2) is satisfied. Clearly every strong filet config-

uration in Com(L) must be finite. Consequently, L is bialgebraic by Theorem
3.3 and Corollary 3.4 and Corollary 3.2. By hypothesis, there are at most finitely

many pairwise incomparable (hence orthogonal) CJP elements below j. It fol-

lows that the principal lower set J. j in CJP(L) contains at most finitely many

roots.
(3) =>■ (1) Suppose condition (3) is satisfied. We see by Lemma 5.1 that L

satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.4. Hence, T admits a canonical, linear-

based «-decomposition. It remains to show that every element of B(« + 1) is

orthogonal with all but a finite number of elements of B(«).

Let b £ B(« + 1). If b £ B(n), there is nothing to show. If b <¿ B(«), then
b is a proper (indeed maximal) ordinal extension of y D, where D ç B(«)

contains at least two elements. By Lemma 4.5, b Ab" =_L for all b" £ B(n)\D ;
hence, it will suffice to show D is finite. By Lemma 2.2, there exists a CJP

element j such that y D < j. Since D is an orthogonal set, it follows that D

must be finite.   D

Combining Theorems 5.5 and 5.8, we obtain the following:
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Theorem 5.9. For an algebraic distributive lattice L and an integer N, the

following are equivalent:

( 1 ) The top element of L admits a canonical, linear-based, strong co-decom-
position which terminates at N.

(2) L is a member of the class J%%j¥ and has the following properties:

(A) M(L) has height N.
(B) Com(L) ¿s an orthofinite lattice.

(3) L is isomorphic to O(R) for some root-system R having the following

properties:

(A) R has filet height N.
(B) For each r g R, the root-system j r contains at most finitely many

roots.

The following result characterizes those members of the class Jf^/f* whose

top elements admit canonical, linear-based finite decompositions.

Theorem 5.10. Let L be an algebraic, distributive lattice and let N be any

integer. The following are equivalent:

( 1 ) The top element of L admits a canonical, linear-based, finite decompo-

sition whose initial level contains exactly N elements.

(2) L is a member of the class J&JV such that every orthogonal subset of

L contains at most N elements, and there is one such set containing
exactly N elements.

(3) L is isomorphic to O(R) for some root-system containing exactly N

roots.

Proof. (1) => (2) L has a basis containing N elements for some integer N by

Lemma 5.6. Every orthogonal subset of L must contain at most N elements

by Lemma 5.7.
(2) => (3) It is clear that if c is compact in L , then every orthogonal subset

of | c must be finite. Hence, L satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.8 and is

therefore isomorphic to 0(R) for some root-system R. Since L is bialgebraic
and contains an orthogonal subset containing exactly N elements, it follows

that CJP(L) contains an orthogonal subset containing exactly N elements.

Hence, R contains at least N distinct roots. If R contains N + 1 roots,

then there exists an orthogonal subset of CJP(L) containing N + 1 elements,

contradicting condition (2). Consequently, R contains exactly N roots.

(3) => (1) Clearly L satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.9; it follows that

the top element of L admits a canonical, linear-based strong «-decomposition

which terminates at some integer AT. It remains to show that B(0) contains

exactly N elements. By Corollary 3.5, L has a basis B, which we may assume

consists of CJP elements. Since each member of B must be contained in a
root of CJP(L) and since B is a maximal orthogonal subset of L , it follows

that B contains exactly N elements. Since 5(0) is an orthogonal subset of

L, it follows by Lemma 5.7 that B(0) contains at most N elements. In fact,

since every element of B(0) must exceed a member of B by Corollary 2.7 and

Lemma 2.4, B(0) contains exactly N elements.   D

It is well known that every infinite Boolean algebra contains an infinite or-

thogonal set. Thus, any Boolean algebra having the property that each of its
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orthogonal sets is finite must itself be finite. Consequently, in light of Corollary

2.7 and Lemma 5.6, a relatively normal lattice has the property that each of

its orthogonal subsets is finite if and only if the lattice has a finite basis. Thus,

Theorem A, as stated in the introduction, is equivalent to Theorem 5.10.

A bounded, pseudocomplemented, distributive lattice D is a Stone lattice
provided x* V x** = T for all x £ D . We conclude this section by using the

decomposition theory developed thus far to characterize all bialgebraic Stone

lattices in the class ^âêJV. Before stating and proving this result, we summarize

some relevant facts about the Boolean skeleton of an algebraic, distributive

lattice.
Let L be an algebraic, distributive lattice and recall that the Boolean skeleton

B(L) = {a £ L : a = a**} of L forms a Boolean algebra (B(L) ; A, U, *, 1, T),
where the join operation is defined by aub = (av b)**. The Boolean algebra

B(L), being the image of the closure operator a >-> a** on L, is a complete

lattice and is completely meet-faithful in L ; that is, arbitrary meets in B(L)

coincide with the corresponding meets in L . However, B(L) is not, in general,

a sublattice of L .

Theorem 5.11. For a member L of the class JffitJV, the following are equivalent:

(1) L is bialgebraic and a Stone lattice.

(2) B(L) is atomic and completely join-faithful in L.

(3) The top element of L is the join of an orthogonal set of maximal linear

elements.
(4) L is bialgebraic, and M(L) is an antichain.

(5) L is isomorphic to O(R) for some root-system R consisting of a family
of pairwise orthogonal chains.

Proof. The equivalence of conditions (3), (4), and (5) is a direct consequence

of Theorem 5.5. It is also clear that (2) implies (1). In what follows, we prove

that (1) implies (5), (3) implies (2), and (2) implies (3).
(1) => (5) Suppose condition (1) is satisfied. We show that CJP(L) is a

disjoint union of chains. Since L is bialgebraic, it will suffice to show that J. j

is a chain in L for all j £ CJP(L).
To this end, let j be CJP in L. Let jx < j and suppose j2\\jx in L. We

show j\\j2. We may assume jx and j2 are CJP elements. By Lemma 1.2,

h A h =-L ; hence, j** A j" =± by Corollary 2.5 and Lemma 2.3. Since L
is a Stone lattice, it now follows that j* V jl = T. Thus, j < jk for some

k £ {1, 2} . If j < jk , then j\\jk . Since jx < j, it now follows that j\\j2 .
(3) => (2) Since the top element of L admits a canonical, linear-based ordi-

nal decomposition, we know by Theorem 4.11 that L is a bialgebraic member

of the class J&IjV . By Lemma 5.6, B(0) forms a basis of maximal linear

elements for L . Consequently, B(L) is atomic by Corollary 2.7; in particular,

B(0) is the set of atoms for B(L).
Let X ç B(L). To see that B(L) is a complete sublattice of L, we must

show that |_l* = Vx ■ % definition, |J* = (V*)**. and it is clear that
y X < (V X)**. Since L is bialgebraic, to prove the reverse inequality, it will

suffice to show that every CJP element below (V X)** is also below V-^ • Let
7 < (V*)** be CJP in I. By Corollary 4.9, j** G B(0) and is therefore an
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atom of B(L). If j**\\x for all x£X, then by JID,

j**A\/X = \J{j**Ax:x£X}=±.

This, however, implies j** < (V X)*—an impossibility since j** < (V X)**.

Consequently, j < V X.
(2) => (3) Since B(L) is a complete, atomic sublattice of L, it follows that

T = V At(B(L)), where At(B(L)) denotes the set of atoms of B(L). Since L
is a member of the class J&jV , it follows by Corollary 2.7 that every member

of At(B(L)) is a maximal linear element of L . Let B(0) = At(B(L)).   D

We have seen that Theorem 4.11 can be restated as a result about members

of the class ¿MjV (see Theorem B in the introduction). Likewise, each of the

decomposition theorems appearing in this section has a corresponding restate-

ment in the context of relatively normal lattices. Furthermore, each of these

theorems implies a decomposition theorem for posets in the spirit of Theorem

C. These theorems are straightforward adaptations of Theorems B and C and

are left to the reader.

6. Connections with order-algebra

In this section, we explore the connections between the theory of ordinal

decompositions as developed in this paper and known results from the arena

of order-algebra. We begin by reviewing some relevant concepts concerning

lattice-ordered groups. For proofs and definitions not given here, the reader is

referred to Anderson and Feil [2] or Bigard et al. [5].

A lattice-ordered group is an algebra (G;+,-,0,A,V) such that (G ; +, -,

0) is a (not necessarily abelian) group, (G; A, V) is a lattice, and addition dis-
tributes over the lattice operations.

It is well known that the group reduct of G is torsion free and the lattice

reduct of G is distributive. Furthermore, the equivalence "a <b &0 <a-b"

shows that the order of G is determined by the sublattice G+ = {g £ G: 0 < g}

of positive elements.

We shall adopt the usual abbreviations /-group for a lattice-ordered group,
/-subgroup for a subalgebra of an /-group, and /-homomorphism for a homo-

morphism of /-groups. We also reserve the term o-group for an /-group whose

lattice order is a total order. A convex l-subgroup of an /-group G is an /-

subgroup which is order-convex in G. An l-ideal of an /-group G is a normal

convex /-subgroup of G.

The algebraic closure families of convex /-subgroups and /-ideals of an /-

group G will be denoted by W(G) and ^f(G), respectively. The compact

elements of 'S'(G) (respectively, ^f(G)) are the principal convex /-subgroups

of G (respectively, the principal /-ideals of G). We note that the /-ideals

of G are the kernels of /-homomorphisms with domain G; hence, ^(G) is

isomorphic to the congruence lattice of G.

It can be shown (see, for example, Anderson and Feil [2] or Bigard et al. [5])

that W(G) is always a member of the class JféñJV and that the same is true

for J(G) whenever G is a subdirect product of o-groups.

The "Conrad Program" for studying /-groups involves analyzing the structure

of individual /-groups (or classes of /-groups) by using only the strictly lattice-
theoretic properties of their lattices of convex /-subgroups. Conrad's papers in
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the 1960s pioneered this approach and amply demonstrated its usefulness. A

survey of the most important consequences of this approach to /-groups can be

found in Anderson et al. [1]; complete proofs for most of the surveyed results

can be found in Conrad's "Blue Notes" [12].
The present study and its predecessors, Snodgrass and Tsinakis [26, 27], clar-

ify the role of the lattice-theoretic component of /-group theory by demonstrat-

ing that the "Conrad Program" can be carried out in the more general setting

of relatively normal lattices.
At this point, it is appropriate to consider the open question of whether every

member of the class J%%JV is isomorphic to the lattice of convex /-subgroups

of an /-group. An affirmative answer for a significant special case is given by

Theorem D (see the introduction). We may restate Theorem D in the language

of the class J?¿%JV as follows:
For a member of the class JMjV , the Glivenko quotient Com(L)/8 satisfies

DCC if and only if L is isomorphic to the lattice of convex l-subgroups (l-ideals)

of an abelian l-group.
The proof of the nontrivial implication hinges upon the fact that L is bial-

gebraic (Theorem 3.3) and that every bialgebraic member of the class J&lJV

has the required representation (Conrad [10, Theorem 4.2]). We outline the

method by which the appropriate /-group is chosen:
Let A = CMI(L). For each X g A, let R¿ be the o-group of real numbers.

Let G be the subgroup of the cartesian product T[{Rx '• A G A} consisting of all

elements with finite support, and define an element of G to be positive if and

only if it is positive at each maximal element of its support. It is easily seen that

G is an abelian /-group with respect to this order; it is often called a restricted

Hahn group and is denoted by £(A, R¿). Conrad's aforementioned result
asserts that L is isomorphic to the lattice of convex /-subgroups of £)(A, R¿).

An /-group G is a lex-extension of H £ %?(G) if 77 is a prime (meet-

irreducible) element of W(G) and every element of G+\H exceeds every ele-
ment of H. It is easy to see that G is a lex-extension of H if and only if G

is an ordinal extension of H in W(G) (see §2). The notion of a lex-extension

was first introduced in Conrad [8] and appears in its present form in Conrad

[11].
The cardinal sum EB{G,: i £ 1} of a family {G,: i £ 1} of /-groups is the

direct sum of this family endowed with the component-wise order.

Conrad calls an /-group G a (finite) lexico-sum of a family {Gx,G2,...,Gn}

of /-groups provided there exists a chain Lq C Lx c ■ • • c Lm = G of /-ideals

of G such that Lk = BB(k) for 0<k<m, where

(1) B(0) = {G1,G2,...,G„};
(2) B(k+l) = {Gk+X, Gk+X,..., Gk+X}, where each Gk+l is either a mem-

ber of B(k) or else a proper lex-extension of the cardinal sum of two

or more members of Lk .

In Conrad [8], it is proven that an /-group G is a finite lexico-sum of « o-

groups if and only if G contains n pairwise orthogonal elements but not « + 1

such elements (Conrad [8, Theorem 1]; see also Conrad [12, p. 2.47]). This

result has come to be known as the Finite Basis Theorem; our Theorem 5.10 is

a purely lattice-theoretic analog of this result and first appears in Snodgrass and

Tsinakis [27].
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In Conrad [9], the notion of a finite lexico-sum is extended to include the

possibility that B(0) (and hence each B(k)) may be infinite and G is the

union \\{Lk : k < co} . This extended construction is called a small lexico-sum
in Conrad [9] and a restricted co lex-sum in Conrad [11, 12]. Conrad proves

that an /-group G is a small lexico-sum of a family of o-groups if and only if

G satisfies & : every positive element of G exceeds at most a finite number of

pairwise orthogonal elements (Conrad [9, Theorem 6.1]). Our Theorem 5.8 is

a purely lattice-theoretic analog of this result and includes it as a special case.

In Bigard et al. [5], the term "orthofinite" is used to describe Property &.

Our definition of an ordinal decomposition (Definition 4.1) is based upon the

concept of a t lexico-sum of multilattice groups appearing in McAlister [22].
McAlister's definition carries Conrad's ordinal notion of a lexico-sum into the

more general context of multilattice groups and includes the possibility that the

multilattice group G is the union \}{Lß : 0 < ß < x}, where t is an arbi-

trary ordinal. Conrad's definition of a lex-sum in Conrad [11] is a variation of

McAlister's concept of a x lexico-sum. The following conditions are equivalent

for an /-group G :

( 1 )   G is a lex-sum of o-groups.
(2) G is finite-valued and M(G) satisfies DCC.
(3) Each filet chain in G is finite.

In this setting, M(G) denotes the set of all maximal lex-subgroups of G.

These are the maximal ordinal elements of the lattice W(G). The equivalence

of conditions (2) and (3) is due to McAlister [22, Theorem 3.1], the equivalence

of conditions (1) and (2) to Conrad [11, Theorem 5.2]. Our Theorem 4.11

generalizes this result.

Jaffard [18] considers the Glivenko quotient of the lattice of principal convex

/-subgroups of an /-group, referring to the elements of this quotient as filets.
Our Lemmas 3.1, 3.6, and 3.7 are motivated by similar results appearing in this

paper.
Our definition of a filet configuration is based upon the concept of a filet-

chain. A hint of the connection between filet chains and lex-sums appears in

Conrad's proof of Theorem 6.1 (Conrad [9]), though it is in McAlister [22] that
the term "filet-chain" is introduced and a connection between these posets and

lex-sums is explicitly stated. A special case of our Theorem 3.3 for /-groups

appears in Conrad [11, 12] (see in particular Conrad [12, Theorem 2.22]). The

equivalence of the conditions of Theorem 3.3 and the statement that a member

of the class J&?J^ is bialgebraic first appears in Snodgrass and Tsinakis [26].

Our definition of the set CM(L), Lemmas 4.2, 4.3, 4.6, and 4.8, and Con-
struction 4.7 are adaptations of, or are motivated by, similar results appear-

ing in Conrad [11] and Conrad [12, Chapter 3]. The characterization of co-

decompositions given in Theorem 5.4 is based upon a similar theorem for /-

groups due to Norman Reilly (see Conrad [11] or [12, p. 3.21]). A special case

of Lemma 5.6 for /-groups appears in Conrad [12, p. 3.19].
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